Introduction
Partially reconfigurable devices require efficient algorithms for the placement of tasks onto the device at runtime. For on-line temporal placement, several algorithms have been developed [2, 1, 12, 10] . Apart from the work presented in [1] , communication connections among modules are yet not being considered. Although a new placement strategy was developed in [1] , which takes the inter-module communication into account, it does not determine how the communication will be realized. Its main advantage is the reduction of communication costs by placing connected modules close to each other. In order to support the dynamic communication which arises when modules are dynamically placed on a device, the reconfigurable device must provide a viable communication infrastructure supporting run-time topology changes. Recently in [5] , we presented a new communication infrastructure, the DyNoC (Dynamic Network on Chip). However, packet routing strategies were not part of the investigation. In this paper, we propose and analyze two packet routing strategies for the DyNoC, namely Q-routing and XY-routing. Both are adapted for the DyNoC. We first motivate the need for adaptive routing protocols by showing that the on-line placement and removal of modules rapidly changes the topology of the communication network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present previous approaches for handling dynamic on-chip communication. The requirements on the reconfigurable architecture are presented in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 deals with the dynamic connection of placed modules to the network. In Section 3, we propose an extension for XY-routing called S-XY-routing. Section 4 describes the concept of Q-routing for dynamic networks on chip. Section 5 presents our experimental methodology and discusses the simulation results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper and concludes with an outlook.
run-time onto a reconfigurable device.
Communication infrastructure
With the dynamic on chip packet-based communication, the alteration of the network will not hinder the communication, since packets can always find their way in a strongly connected network. In a static NoC, the clients are placed in rectangular tiles on the chip and communicate with other clients via a fixed network structure. It has been shown in [7] that in this case, the area occupied by the network logic is small (about 6 % of the tile's area).
This ratio is expected to drastically decrease with the rapid logic growth rate observed for reconfigurable devices, e.g. FPGAs. In order to have a better network element to processing element logic area ratio and to make an optimal use of the resources, we impose the following requirements on the communication infrastructure:
• The PEs should be flexible, but coarse grained computing elements. With fine grained PEs, the ratio of network elements to PEs logic area becomes too big which means that the router nodes waste too much device area.
• Each PE should have access to the network. This condition is very important, since it allows any module being placed on the reconfigurable device to access the network via one of its surrounding PEs independent of its placement region.
• PEs should directly communicate with their neighbors. This is helpful because it allows wiring to be done locally within a module boundary.
• Network elements are only connected to adjacent NEs.
• The network logic used for a network element should be flexible enough to be used within the module which is placed over it. Whenever a module is placed in a given region of the device, the network elements inside the module boundary cannot be used for network operations because their channels are deactivated. Therefore, they should be used as additional resources inside the module which covers them. A placed module can use the resources of all the network elements it covers. Figure 1 shows the communication infrastructure of a reconfigurable device, as described above. In Figure 2 several modules are placed. Obviously, the network becomes dynamic due to placement and relocation of modules at runtime.
Figure 1. The dynamic NoC approach for reconfigurable communication
Having defined the communication infrastructure of the device, the main questions are to know how to develop modules which can be dynamically connected to the network at run-time. We provide the answers to these questions in the next sections.
Network access
Each task is implemented as a module, represented by a rectangular tile and stored in a database. A tile encapsulates a circuit implemented with the resources in a given area. Therefore, modules can only access the network using one of the network elements adjacent to its boundary. Without loss of generality, we select a feasible network element on which the upper right PE of the module is attached. After the placement of a new module on the device, the placer will store the coordinates of the feasible network element inside the module as the network address. When placed on the device, modules hide part of the network logic which is restored when they complete their execution. This makes the NoC dynamic. Hence, we call such a network a dynamic network-on-chip (DyNoC) .
Because the communication between two modules is established at run-time and since we don't know in advance where modules are going to be placed, we require the cor- during the temporal placement. This condition is fulfilled if the following constraint is set when placing a given module: none of the surrounding routers must be covered by the module to be placed. Therefore, for each module placed onto the device, we will always find at least one line of network elements lying between any two modules. This is a sufficient condition for having a strongly connected network. Moreover, no packet will now be blocked in the network. As shown in Figure 2 , each placed module is always surrounded by network elements, i.e. a ring of active network elements exists around each placed module at all times.
While in a static NoC [4, 9] , each router always has four active neighbor router nodes 2 , this is not always the case in the DyNoC presented for the first time in [5] . Whenever a module is placed on the device, it covers all routers in its area. Since these routers cannot be used, they will be deactivated until the module completes its execution by setting corresponding control signals. Upon completing its execu-1 A network is strongly connected, if for each pair of network elements a path exists which connects these two elements. 2 The network elements at the device boundary are assumed to be connected to physical pins of the reconfigurable device.
tion, the deactivated routers are reset to their default state.
S-XY-Routing
XY-routing is a deadlock free shortest path routing algorithm which routes packets first in X-dimension and then in the Y-dimension. In the DyNoC where the placement of modules alters parts of the mesh, thus producing "obstacles" for the routing, we have modified the classic XY-routing algorithm.
The new routing algorithm is called S-XY (Surrounding XY). Since it is an extension of the XY-routing algorithm it remains local-decisive 3 and deadlock free 4 . The routers operate in three different modes:
• The N-XY (Normal XY) mode. In this mode the router behaves as a normal XY router. A packet is first sent horizontally to the target column and then vertically to the target row.
• The SH-XY (Surround horizontal XY) mode. The router enters this mode, when its left neighbor or its right neighbor (horizontal neighbor) is deactivated.
• The SV-XY (Surround vertical XY) mode. The router enters this mode, when its upper neighbor or its lower neighbor (vertical) is deactivated.
Surrounding Obstacles in the X-direction
Assume without loss of generality, that a packet moving from right to left is blocked by an obstacle. There exist two alternative paths for the packet to reach its destination.
The first path is chosen if the Y-coordinate of the packet destination is greater or equal than that of the router address and the packet is sent upwards. Otherwise, the second path is chosen and the packet is sent downwards. One problem occurs when a packet with destination Y dest is sent for example upwards and reaches a router node r with coordinate Y r > Y dest . According to the previous defined scheme the packet will be sent downwards to the router with coordinate Y r − 1 which will send it upwards, thus producing a "ping-pong" game. To avoid this, the packet is stamped by setting a "stamp-bit" to notify router r not to send the packet back its incoming path. Upon reaching the router in the upper right of the obstacle, the stamp is removed and the packet is sent left, until its destination column or until another obstacle is found.
Surrounding Obstacles in the Y-direction
The situation is different when a packet moving in the Y-direction is blocked. Assume without loss of generality that a packet moving from top to bottom is blocked by a placed module. Dealing with this case as with the previous one, the packet will be sent left or right. No preference is set here, because the packet is already in its right column. Let us assume that the packet is sent to the right, to the next router. Because the basic routing algorithm is the XY-routing, the next router will first compare the X position of the packet with its own position address. With the packet's X-destination being smaller, it will send the packet back to the router from which it received the packet. These two routers will keep sending the same packet to each other, thus creating a deadlock.
To avoid this "ping-pong" game again, we stamp the packet to notify all the routers above the obstacle that the packet is willing to surround the module. In our example the packet will then be sent right until the last router node above the module. There, the router removes the stamp and sends the packet downwards. From there on, we have the same situation as defined in the previous part (Surrounding Obstacles in the X-direction).
Deadlock free routing
In order to prove the S-XY algorithm to be deadlock free, we need to first prove that there is always a path from the packet source to the destination. Second, we must prove that each packet will reach its destination within a finite number of steps. The first requirement is guaranteed through the mentioned statement for strong connections among placed modules as described in Section 2.2. We now assume that a packet never reaches its destination. This will happen only if the packet is blocked or if the packet is looping in a given region. Because a path always exists from one active router to all other active routers, no packet can be blocked in the network, i.e. a packet is looping. Since this situation is not possible using the normal XY-routing algorithm, it can only arise while surrounding obstacles. But, when a packet is blocked in a given direction, it takes the perpendicular one. This is done until the last router on the module boundary which is at one corner of the module to be surrounded. From there, the normal XY routing resumes. The looping of a packet around a module is therefore not possible.
In the S-XY routing, fixing a priori for all routers the direction, where to send a packet whenever an obstacle is encountered can lead to extremely long routing paths like, caused by placements for which the routers always choose the extreme longest path.
To avoid this, each router is instructed by the placed module about the direction to take, whenever an incoming packet is blocked in a given direction by the module. Instead of using only one activation line, two lines are used in this case. The first line is used for the activation (1 = activate, 0 = deactivated) and the second one for the direction to take 0 = (east or south), 1 = (west or north). This considerably limits the complexity of the routers and there is no need for stamping anymore. We call this modification router guidance because the routers are guided by the modules.
Q-Routing
Loading and unloading of modules creates changing conditions and communication patterns. To optimize the performance of the dynamic network on chip, we need to adapt existing routing algorithms to support this dynamic environment.
Q-routing [6] is an adaptive packet routing algorithm for static networks, which is adapted here to dynamic networks on chip. The algorithm allows a network to continuously adapt to changing topology or congestion by routing packets on routes which estimate the least delivery time. During the entire operation of the network, data packets are sent only between directly adjacent routers. When a route becomes unavailable due to failure, router removal or congestion, Q-routing learns to avoid this route and chooses an alternate path. Therefore, we expect that Q-routing will work well in the context of the DyNoCs, where newly placed modules change the network topology by removing active network routers.
Q-routing is a distributed routing algorithm which learns a routing policy to minimize the delivery time of a packet to its destination. It performs its minimization by experimenting with different routing policies and gathering statistics about decisions which lead to minimal delivery time. Each router node in the network runs its own copy of the Q-routing algorithm using only local information from its direct neighbors.
When a router node x has to send a packet to a node d, it sends the packet to the neighbor y with the lowest estimated delivery time Q x (d, y). Using Q-routing, a router learns the expected delivery times to d for each adjacent router y, where an adjacent router is a direct neighbor of node connected to x by a network link. Each router node x keeps a two dimensional table Q x of estimated delivery times which is updated after sending a packet according to the following formula:
The table Q x has n * m entries, where n is the number of accessible destination routers and m is the number of adjacent routers. The parameter α controls the learning rate and b x t is the time the current packet spent in x's buffer or queue before being sent at time step t. Immediately after sending the packet to neighbor y, router node x receives y's time estimate min z∈neighbors of y Q x (d, z) to destination d. Once the router has learned the values associated with each destination-neighbor (d, y), it executes a greedy policy. When a router node has to send a packet for node d, it sends this packet to the neighbor y with the lowest estimated delivery time Q x t (d, y). Boyan and Littman have shown in [6] that a fast learning rate of α = 0.5 worked well since it allows the network to adapt quickly.
Adapting Q-routing to the dynamic network on chip domain is straight forward. Here, the placement of a new module can cover up router nodes which have to be taken out of the network. Moreover, these routers are reactivated in the network after this module completes its execution. To address this, the delivery time to d via router y is set to ∞, i.e. Q x (d, y) = ∞. When a router node reappears in the network, we optimistically set the estimated delivery time to d to 0, i.e. Q x (d, y) = 0. This optimistic bias encourages exploration of new paths, as node x will always try to send packets via a node y which has just joined the network. If the result of this exploration does not yield a smaller delivery time, then node x will revert to its original behavior since Q x (d, y) will be updated to its true value. However, if this new router y can deliver packets in shorter time to their destination, then node x will continue to use y as its outgoing neighbor.
Evaluation
In the following case study, we evaluate the performance of the adapted XY-routing, as well as Q-routing on a 7 × 7 DyNoC array.
Simulator for DyNoCs
In order to evaluate the dynamic behavior of DyNoCs, we have implemented a simulator. SimDyNoC is a flexible and object oriented implementation of a discrete event network simulator written in python. Its main advantage is its ability to allow the removal of existing routers and its adjacent links during the run-time of the simulation. Due to the dynamic instantiation of routers and links, it is topology independent. This means that the number of links connected to each router node is not limited. Moreover, a link can connect any two routers inside the network if required.
Action Description R Add a router to the network. rR Remove a router from the network. rRC
Remove a router and all adjacent channels. C Add a channel between two routers. rC Remove a channel from network. M Place a module on to the network. Covered routers and channels are removed. rM
Remove an existing module from the network and restore routers and channels which were covered by this module. traffic Specify the traffic pattern of one module to other placed modules.
Table 1. Supported actions in the simulation testbench
At each period of time, the simulator state reflects the state of a reconfigurable device on which modules are placed and removed dynamically.
The simulation configuration resides in the simulation testbench which describes all the time step-action pairs till the last time step. At each time step, modules can be placed or removed from the DyNoC. However, during the first time step, the basic DyNoC grid has to be created. This is done by instantiating routers and channels. A channel consists of two links which connect two routers together. Each input channel is connected to a FIFO where all incoming packets are stored. The size of the FIFO can be set for each link individually. Finally, application modules can be placed together with their respective traffic patterns at any desired time step. The list of possible actions is depicted in Table  1 . It gives an overview over the most important actions supported by the simulation testbench. The most used action is traffic as it allows to dynamically adjust the communication patterns used for traffic generation between modules.
The router's arbiter is a central resource which resolves conflicts when two links compete for the same outgoing link. In this case, packets obtain control of the outgoing link based on round robin distribution. There is a one cycle routing delay per packet.
Experimental Results
The S-XY router implementation is straight forward in software as in hardware. The Q-routing as well as the S-XY-routing are implemented in our simulator. We implemented this S-XY-routing strategy in order to compare the performance and behavior with the Q-routing algorithm. Table 2 .
S-XY-routing performance values from simulation
Both routing algorithms are compared on a 2D-mesh network, like the 7 × 7 configuration shown in Figure 1 . In the first evaluation, we use an increasing load function with uniform random communication pattern. This pattern is interesting as it varies the load on each router constantly while varying the packet destinations at the same time. Moreover, we must limit the load in the beginning of the simulation in order not to block the whole Q-routing network during its exploration phase. In the beginning, the low packet generation rate is held till the simulation cycle 1000. Thereafter, the probability for packet generation increases for every 20 simulation cycles. During each simulation cycle, a random router node is selected with the probability P a (t). When selected, this node generates a data packet with a random destination address. This packet is stored in a separate FIFO and can be sent in the next or following cycles, depending on the scheduler's decision. When this FIFO is full the generated data packet is discarded. if 0 ≤ t < 1000 if t ≥ 1000
In our setup, network load is defined as the number of data packets held by the FIFOs in all network elements. Throughput is the number of transported data packets in the network. Network load, as well as throughput are normalized. Normalized load is defined to be the percentage of all queued packets divided by the sum of existing queue elements in the network. Similarly, normalized throughput is defined as the percentage of transported packets divided by the number of existing links. Figure 5 shows the latency during the S-XY-routing during the first 4000 cycles. The latency goes up to 14.65 cycles and achieves an average of 4.82 cycles during this simulation as shown in Figure 5 . The load is under 0.10 in the first half of the simulation, as can be seen in Figure 3 and Table  2 . All the simulations were performed with a 4 element deep FIFO buffer at each channel input. At around 3800 cycles, the number of injected packets into the network reaches a critical point. Now both the load and latency increase without bound as the network enters the saturation point. During these 4000 cycles, the network manages to send and to deliver 11741 packets to their destination. Q-routing behaves differently during the setup phase as it has to learn the shortest paths through exploration of the network. During the setup phase of the NoC, the data packets are traveling on sub-optimal paths (i.e. in general also longer paths with more hops) through the network, thus generating higher load in the individual routers and increasing the packet latency. This behavior is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 4 . However, after a transient period of around 1000 simulation cycles the load settles down and remains at a constant level. From cycles 2500 on, the load curve of Q-routing is almost identical with the S-XY-routing curve from Figure 3 . This similarity does not apply to the latency behavior. Here, approximately around cycle 3800, Qrouting saturates very quickly the network, whereas the S-XY-routing is just entering the saturation level. This shows that congestion avoidance and recovery [11] is required to prevent saturation from blocking the whole network.
To verify the performance of Q-routing, we have simulated these configurations for 20000 and 50000 cycles. We use the same increasing packet generation rate as in the 4000 cycle simulation, but we freeze the packet generation rate at time step 3500. The network load at this time step is shown in Table 4 . This packet generation rate stays fixed till the end of the simulation. The following formula P b (t) defines the probability function used for packet generation in the second evaluation: if 0 ≤ t < 1000 if 1000 ≤ t < 3500 if t ≥ 3500
Comparing Table 2 and Table 3 , we know that for this load level, Q-routing is able to send and deliver as many packets as S-XY-routing.
Summary and Future Work
This paper presents a concept for handling the problem of dynamic communication among modules which are dynamically placed on a reconfigurable device. Our contributions are the S-XY-routing and Q-routing algorithms which we have adapted for the dynamic environment with obstacles which are caused by dynamically placed modules.
Using simulation, we show that the S-XY, as well as the Q-routing algorithms are suitable for a dynamic network on chip implementation. Both algorithms have the advantage to depend on local information only. While the S-XY is simple and small, the Q-routing presents the learning advantage which quickly brings the system in a state of conver-gence. The constant adjustment of the Q-routing algorithm enables the by-passing of local hot spots which is not possible with the S-XY-routing because all packets take a predefined path to destination. The drawbacks of the Q-routing are its setup phase and area costs. For a Q-routing implementation, the area cost is considerably higher, as Q-routing has to store the estimated delivery times in a table. However, the table size does not grow quadratically, as it is the product of number of placed modules, n and the number of adjacent router nodes m. With only ten placed modules and four adjacent router nodes, the table has forty elements. The high packet latency caused by the setup phase can be fully alleviated by preloading all router node tables with precomputed values when a predefined set of modules is loaded.
Still, there are important questions open: 1) Must the removal of routers caused through the placement of new modules delete the stored packets inside the FIFOs? 2) How must the hardware platform be constructed to efficiently support partial reconfiguration, module preemption and relocation? Moreover, future DyNoC hardware infrastructure concepts might be able to exploit the interplay between routing aware module placement and load aware routing algorithms in order to minimize the overall load in the network.
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